
Learning and Exploring Number 
Sense and Mathematics Outside the 
Classroom Walls 

Help your child grow with 
rich gardening math 
activities: 
 Learning math concepts and 
practicing number sense in the 
garden or the outdoors provides 
your child with authentic hands on 
learning experiences that are both 
valuable and engaging. Here are a 
few learning activities that you can 
do with your child at home to 
support their learning as they 
approach their first-year of school. 
Outdoor learning experiences such 
as these help your child make 

connections between the math concepts they are learning and the 
outside world. If you do not have access to a personal or community 
garden, feel free to grow a small one in your home. Tips: use the back 
of a seed packet to guide your math activities and opportunities.  

Number Formation:  
Using seeds, beans, 
weeds, rocks, sticks or 
any natural items your 
child can use their fine 
motor skills to create 
numbers. 
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Getting Ready 
for 

Kindergarten 
 is as Easy as  

1-2-3! 

Complete the on-line 
Registration 

form 
available 
on the 
NNDSB 

website. 

Log onto our 
Sunset 
Park 
Facebook 
Page or the 

Sunset Park 
Website each 
Wednesday to see our 
newest video and 
read the 
accompanying 
newsletter.   

Get messy 
with dirt, 
rocks, 
sticks and 

anything 
else you can find in 
nature! Then try to 
make a batch of our 
special playdough!
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Data Collecting Using a Rain Catcher:  
This learning activity will help your child record rain fall levels using 
recycled materials. 

Estimation:  
While looking at a freshly grown fruit or vegetable ask your child how many 
seeds they think are inside. After the guess is made slice up the fruit or 
vegetable and check your findings. For example, ask your child to estimate 

the number of seeds in a tomato, then slice it open and count the number of seeds present. Calculate the 
difference between the estimate and actual number of seeds using subtraction.  

Your Child is the Ruler in the Garden:  
With your child, go over what a ruler is, how it is used and what the numbers on it mean. Use a ruler to first 
measure how deep 1 1/2 inches looks like. Then make the connection that it represents about the length of 
their thumb. Start at the very beginning of the line, then count to 4 inches, then put a bean seed 1 1/2 inches 
down. Then, we moved the ruler, lining the just planted seed with the 0 and counted again to 4. Not only are 
you measuring depth and spacing you are also counting and creating a pattern!  

Fun Fact:  
Our hands and feet are useful for measuring in the garden because each of us is 
different, find out how our fingers, hands and feet compare to numbers on the 

ruler! 

 
Data Analysis and 
Probability: 
-Host a bean race. Plant several 
beans and track their growth on 
a chart. Determine the rate of 
growth. Award the fastest 
growing plant a blue ribbon.  
-Measure the height of a group 
of plants.  
-Collect five to ten flowers from 
the same plant in your garden. 

Count the number of petals on 
each flower and create a chart to display your results. What do the results say about the 
characteristics of plants?  
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Patterning: 
The ability to recognize and create patterns helps us make predictions based on our observations. This is an 
important math skill. Understanding patterns help prepare children for learning number concepts and 
mathematical expressions. Patterns also allow us to see different relationships around us.  

At Home Learning Activities 

Play dough 
oMake 2D and 3D 
shapes  

oCreate cookie 
patterns  

oBuild towers 

oMake patterns using 
different colours of 
play dough 

oBuild numbers 

oCreate play dough 
balls and use them to 
create addition and 
subtraction sentences  

oFill a bowl using by 
rolling small play 
dough balls 
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Baking 

Cooking can help young kids learn and practice some basic math concepts and build early language skills. 
Bringing kids into the kitchen can benefit them in a number of ways. Some of the ways to foster the 
development of basic numeracy skills 
while baking is: 

oCounting the number of total 
ingredients in a recipe  

oCounting the number of individual 
ingredients in a recipe (e.g. how many 
eggs do we need?) 

oMeasuring and pouring ingredients 

oMixing and stirring ingredients 

oFollowing steps in recipe 

oExperimenting with quantity (e.g. which measuring cup will hold the most?) 

oOrganizing and sorting ingredients or baking utensils (e.g. identifying which ingredients are wet or dry) 

oSetting the table (e.g. counting the number of utensils, plates, cups that are required) 

Organize and sort containers (e.g. size, colour, shape) 
oIdentify different shapes  

oOpening and closing containers by matching the correct lid  

oCount containers  

oExploring quantity by filling containers 
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Board games 
Playing any board game with your child is both 
educational and enjoyable. Some of the benefits from 
playing board games at home:  

oBuilds social interaction and critical thinking skills  

oBuilds patience and determination 

oBuilds concentration and focus 

oBuilds language skills 

oBuilds numeracy confidence  

Dice 
oRoll dice and write numbers 

oRolls dice and add the number together 

oRoll dice and build the number with playdough 

oRoll dice and do a physical activity to match that number (e.g. 4 jumping jacks)  

oRoll two dice and have your child determine who’s rolled the highest/lowest number 

oRoll dice and collect that number of objects 

oRoll dice and build a Lego tower  

Cards  
oName the number on the card 

oSort cards into groups (e.g. colour, type, number) 

oSelect a card and create playdough balls 
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oSorting the numbers on cards in sequential order  

oSelect card and determine who has the highest number  

oPlay a matching game 

oPlay go fish 

How to start an indoor eggshell garden  
with your child! 

Materials:  
-eggshells or empty toilet paper tubes 
-soil 
-carton of eggs (optional) 
-seeds 
-watering can (DIY using recycled water bottle) 
Follow the step below to grow seeds using eggshells:   

1. Grab your eggshells and make sure fill them with good 
quality soil.  

2. Gently insert the seeds (about 3) and cover them with dirt.  

3. Moisten the area and place the eggshells in the egg carton 
as this works best.  

4. Keep the seeds in a warm well-lighted area.         

View this week’s video on our Sunset Park Facebook Page to see some of 
these fun activities in action! 
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